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ABSTRACT  

Objective: To explore the clinical reasoning of physiotherapists using PDSAFE; according to 

disease severity and their experiences of treatment delivery in a large fall-prevention trial 

for people with Parkinson’s (PwP). 

Design: A descriptive study of delivering PDSAFE.  Semi-structured interviews explored 

therapists’ experiences. 

Setting: A two-group, home-based, multi-centred, single-blinded, randomised controlled 

trial showed no overall effect  on fall reduction between groups but demonstrated a 

significant secondary effect relating to disease severity with benefits to balance, falls 

efficacy and near-falls for all.   

Participants: Physiotherapists with a background in neurology and older-person 

rehabilitation were trained in the delivery of PDSAFE 

  Intervention: A multi-dimensional, individually tailored and progressive, home-based 

programme.  

Results: Fifteen physiotherapists contributed to the 2587 intervention sessions from the 

PDSAFE trial and six of those physiotherapists took part in the interviews. The personalised 

intervention was reflected in the range of strategies and exercises prescribed.  Most 

commonly prescribed fall-avoidance strategies were ‘Avoiding tripping’, ‘Turning’ and 

‘Freezing Cues’ and all possible combinations of balance and strength training within the 

programme were selected. PwP with greater disease severity were more likely to have 

received less challenging strategies, balance and strengthening exercises than those with 

lower disease severity.  

Therapists considered the focus on fall events and fall avoidance strategies an improvement 

on ‘impairment only’ treatment.  The presence of cognitive deficits, co-morbidities and 

dyskinesia were the most challenging aspects of delivering the intervention.  

Conclusion: Falls management for PwP is complex and compounded by the progressive 

nature of the condition. Physiotherapists both delivered and positively received PDSAFE.      

(248 words) 

The trial registration number is ISRCTN 48152791  

Contributions of the paper: 

 The clinical reasoning process for falls prevention rehabilitation in people with 

Parkinson’s is complex and multidimensional. 
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 PDSAFE can be considered as appropriately designed for people with moderate 

Parkinson’s disease but care should be taken with people in the more severe disease 

group including those who freeze.  

 The use of multi-dimensional treatment including fall avoidance strategies related to 

specific falls mechanisms, in combination with exercise, is preferable to the 

treatment of isolated impairments such as balance and strength alone.   

Keywords: Parkinson’s, Fall, Rehabilitation, Clinical reasoning, Physiotherapy 

 

 Background 

Falling is a common and disabling consequence of Parkinson’s with 40-70% of patients 

falling each year[1] and one third falling repeatedly[2]. These figures are double those 

reported for comparative older populations[3] and although the incidence of falling 

increases with disease severity, falls are common even in the early stages of the 

condition[4]. The risk of injury resulting from a fall is high, 65% injuring themselves (from a 

sample of 1000) and 33% sustaining a fracture[5]. Falling among PwP presents a major 

health challenge, which at current standards is estimated to cost the NHS in excess of 

£212million a year[6].   

The general role of exercise for the treatment of both physical and cognitive/behavioural 

symptoms of Parkinson’s has been advocated and supported in the development of the 

European Physiotherapy Guidelines for Parkinson’s[7]. In reviewing 70 clinical trials, the 

guidelines suggest strong evidence for the role of specific physiotherapy intervention for 

improving transfers, balance, gait, physical capacity and movement functions[7], all of which 

have been identified as isolated falls risk factors[8].  

 Published trials aiming to reduce falls in Parkinson’s[9] have increased in recent years, 

although results are inconclusive with many of the largest trials failing to show a significant 

impact on falls prevention. Synthesis of evidence[10] suggests a multi-dimensional 
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intervention to reduce falls incorporating balance, strength and strategy training  with 

motor, cognitive and behavioural training may be more effective than interventions focusing 

on independent risk factors such as balance and/or strength alone.  

The ‘PDSAFE’ intervention forms the focus of this paper The full analysis of this randomised 

controlled trial has been published[11]; the data indicated that PDSAFE did not reduce falls 

in the overall heterogeneous sample of PwP.  Secondary subgroup analyses suggested a 

different response to the intervention between moderate (Hoehn & Yahr (H&Y) 2 & 3) and 

severe disease severity (H&Y 4) groups with a reduction in falls for the moderate group but 

an increase in falls for those with more severe disease, including those with cognitive 

impairment and freezing. Further secondary outcomes demonstrated improvement across 

the whole sample in balance, functional strength, falls efficacy and a reduction in near falls.  

To better understand the overall main trial findings, we have examined the intervention 

provided in this trial, something that has not been possible before on such a large scale. The 

aims of this paper are to describe the clinical reasoning choices made by physiotherapists 

using PDSAFE for PwP and to highlight differences according to disease severity.  

 

Method                                                                                                                                                                             

Participants in the trial: Physiotherapists and PwP were recruited from eight centres across 

England.  PwP were eligible if they had a clinically confirmed diagnosis of Parkinson’s, living 

in the community,  independently mobile with or without an aid, fallen at least once in the 

previous 12 months, scored 24 or more on the Mini-mental State Examination [12], had 
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cognitive ability to give informed consent and considered able to participate in the 

intervention. 

Senior physiotherapists on the trial received comprehensive training (2-days) in the 

intervention with continued professional development through monthly master classes and 

presentations of case studies. To ensure fidelity of the intervention according to protocol 

the lead therapist observed therapists’ practice.  

 

Intervention outline: 

The PDSAFE treatment programme was built on evidence, the conceptual design is 

described in Hulbert et al[10].  The theoretical underpinning was mapped over the World 

Health Organisation International Classification of Function model (WHO 2001) to ensure all 

domains were addressed. The programme comprised; a high intensity, strength and balance 

exercise programme (Body functions and structure domain), underpinned with strategy 

training (activity and participation domain), specific to the falls mechanism of the 

participant and delivered in a functional, home environment (environmental and personal 

factors domain).  

The programme included 12 home visits to participants with reducing frequency over 6 

months, aiming to progress a personalised programme at each session and encourage self-

monitoring and delivery. Each session included a brief review of any falls; warm-up 

exercises; review, practice and progression of individual exercise programme; and strategy 

training in functional scenarios selected from the content of Figure 1. Careful records were 

kept of the strategies and exercises prescribed and individuals were encouraged to keep 
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records of self-practice.  The data were captured using a bespoke database for therapists to 

input their treatment remotely. Trial management, data monitoring and statistical analyses 

were coordinated at the PDSAFE trial office, University of Southampton, UK and supported 

by the Oxford Clinical Trials Unit (OCTRU). 

Intervention delivery: Individual fall history (falls questionnaire[13]), mapping the house for 

areas of fall risk and physical assessment (mini-best[14] & falls efficacy[15] & near-

falling[16]) formed the basis to treatment by determining the PwP’s most likely cause of 

falling (fall mechanism) and their need for improving movements and fall-avoidance 

strategies.  A list of eight pre-set strategies were composed: freezing cues, avoiding tripping, 

turning, moving in tight spaces, stepping backwards, picking up an object, dual tasking and 

reaching (see Figure 1).  These strategies were utilised in the following way; eg, a participant 

who reported catching their foot and falling in frequent situations would most likely have a 

tripping fall mechanism, thus avoiding tripping would be selected as a fall-avoidance 

strategy by the therapist. More than one strategy could be selected. Impairments and fall-

risk factors[8] were subsequently identified. For example; catching the foot may be due to 

weak foot muscles, not transferring weight onto the supporting leg due to hip weakness, 

reduced limits of balance stability or not gaining enough clearance from the ground due to 

weakness in the hip flexors. Through assessment the therapist determined which was the 

most likely impairment and designed a personalised balance and strength exercise 

programme from the available exercise menu (see Figure 1). Each programme was 

complemented with functional, ‘real life’ strategy training tasks. Exercises included balance 

training with a gradual decrease in area of support and use of foam standing pads. 
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Strengthen training used body weight resistance and if appropriate weighted vests, during 

functional exercises (sit to stand). 

 

Figure 1 about here 

 

Data collection and analysis: Frequency data (number of times an exercise or strategy was 

used by a therapist during the intervention delivery) are presented in bar charts as 

percentage of people selected to use each strategy and exercise. Strategies were recorded 

at the initial session and exercises were recorded weekly according to their prescription. 

These frequencies are given within H&Y groups, and within those who freeze or do not 

freeze.   

 Semi-structured interviews exploring the experiences of the first six appointed 

physiotherapists   were recorded and transcribed verbatim by a researcher (AR) 

independent of the intervention provision.   A second researcher (RS) analysed the data 

using a framework approach[17],  developed by the National Centre for Social Research 

(supplementary table).   

 

Results  

Participants:  Eighteen physiotherapists were trained in the PDSAFE intervention protocol, 

fifteen contributed to the trial intervention (three were trained as reserves). All therapists 

were in the National Health Service, female, senior and experienced in rehabilitation 
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(neurological and older adults).  The first six therapists recruited to the trial contributed to 

the semi-structured interviews.  

Out of the 474 PwP randomised in the clinical trial, 238 were allocated to the physiotherapy 

programme  with a range of disease severity from 1-4 Hoehn & Yahr (H&Y), age range 51-91, 

mean 71 (7.7), 147 (62%) were male and average duration of disease was 8 years [10].   

 

Therapy content:     

Of the 238 PwP randomised to receive PDSAFE, 201 contributed to this therapy data. 

Reasons for non-contribution were withdrawal before receiving intervention (n=2) and one 

therapist’s failure to release data for this analysis (n=35). Participants had PDSAFE if they 

received seven or more sessions (n= 154); the majority received the desired 12 session 

(mode =12). 

Based on the therapists’ assessment findings, the most relevant strategy to address the 

potential falls mechanism for the patient was selected.  This was used throughout the 

treatment period. Sometimes the initial strategy was progressed/replaced by another.  For 

the programme, strategies were selected a total of 440 times and used in treatment session 

a total of 3447 times over all participants, across the period. The mean number of strategies 

selected for each participant was 2 (range 1-6).   

Avoiding tripping’ was the most widely used strategy. It was selected for 26% of 

programmes (n=116 participants) and used 1110 times during the treatment sessions for 

these participants. This is also comparable to ‘turning ‘being selected for 24% of 

programmes (n= 107 participants and used 938 times during their treatment sessions). 
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‘Freezing cues’ strategies were selected for 18% of programmes (n=79 participant used 365 

times during treatment sessions,).  ‘Avoiding Tripping’ strategy was the most selected for 

both moderate and low disease groups while ‘Turning’ was the most selected for both the 

severe disease group and those PwP with freezing. ‘Dual tasking’, ‘stepping backwards’, 

‘picking up objects’ and ‘reaching’ were more likely prescribed for people with moderate or 

low disease severity than those  with severe Parkinson’s, with or without freezing  (see fig 2 

& 3).   

Figures 2 & 3 

A total of 1693 exercises were selected over the intervention period with an average of six 

(range 1-8) exercises prescribed per participant across the period. Overall, standing balance, 

sit to stand and compensatory stepping and lunging were the most frequently prescribed.   

See figs 4 & 5 for the examination of the exercises delivered according to disease severity; 

standing balance, heel toe walking and sit to stand were the most commonly identified 

exercises for those with the most severe disease.  People with freezing had compensatory 

stepping, heel toe walking and sit to stand ‘as the most likely.  Compensatory stepping and 

lunging, heel toe walking and sit to stand were the most frequently prescribed for the 

moderate group.  Exercises such as ‘tandem walking’ or ‘side stepping up and down’ were 

more likely prescribed for those with moderate or low disease severity and not those with 

severe disease.   

Figures 4 & 5 Jo
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In summary, common patterns of prescribing PDSAFE exercise and strategies were 

identified;  people with moderate (H&Y 2 & 3) or low disease severity (H&Y 1) were more 

likely to be given more dynamic activities than those with more severe Parkinson’s (H&Y 4). 

 

Interviews: Five themes emerged from the semi-structured interviews with 

physiotherapists.  

Theme-1 – Views of the concept                               

The clinical reasoning approach, for identifying the underlying falls mechanism  with 

strategy and exercise selection was positively received, this differed from usual practice of 

impairment only treatment within the NHS,.   

“I suppose ………  approaching it from strategy training…… was quite hard to embrace to 

start with but now I’ve got the hang of it, I absolutely love it and I think it’s a really …….. 

different way of actually looking at how therapists approach the treatments to their 

patients.  I’ve really, really enjoyed it” [Therapist3]. 

Theme-2 – Benefits and limitations of PDSAFE                                                                 

A number of therapists commented on how helpful the programme structure was, not only 

for them but also for their patients, giving clear instructions whilst maintaining a 

requirement for advanced clinical reasoning. 

“……..you had a clear progression and a clear way to lead but you also had a huge amount as 

a therapist of decision making yourself and using your clinical reasoning to come to the 
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decisions of what strategy you chose or exercises you chose so again it didn’t dumb you 

down” [Therapist3]. 

Theme-3 – Influences on intervention success                                                                                              

Most of the therapists associated minimal or no cognitive difficulties as a key element for 

intervention success. Cognitive issues were explained as potentially reducing motivation 

(due to reduced understanding of intervention intent) and preventing carry over from 

treatment. This latter issue then limited the patient’s ability to progress.  

“I think the whole thing worked very well as long as they had the cognitive capacity to 

understand how it all knitted together which aided their motivation”[Therapist4]. 

However, the belief that cognitive acuity was important for intervention effectiveness was 

not universal.   

 “Everybody progressed, everybody really enjoyed it, all the people I had, even the ones with 

cognitive impairment, were very compliant…” [Therapist1].   

Those described as ‘motivated’ to exercise and to integrate PDSAFE into their daily lives 

were thought more likely to derive benefit. Those with mild-moderate Parkinson’s, who 

were functionally independent, were seen by some as ideal candidates in terms of potential 

to benefit and those concerned about personal risk of falls was considered by one therapist 

as important for facilitating the required lifestyle changes. 

Theme-4 – Therapists perceptions of the ‘patient experience’                                                                    

Most therapists perceived the majority of patients enjoyed and were engaged with the 

PDSAFE intervention, exceptions were those with co-existing musculoskeletal conditions. 

Elements that were reported as enjoyable were: 1) issues relevant to the individual patient 
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2) clear structure 3) intensity and level of input/contact with therapists for support 4) novel 

focus on strategy training 5) chance to exercise and build confidence.  

“I think it’s having somebody supervise them…somebody coming in and they are not being 

left with a piece of paper, doing a list of exercises… something that they can relate to and for 

us it was falling but it might have also been getting up out of a chair, rolling over in bed, 

getting their food out of the boot of the car from shopping you know” [Therapist6]. 

“The intensity of the programme ….. was centred around them as an individual and the 

strategy training practice which was different to what they had received before”[Therapist3] 

 

All therapists raised uncertainty and likelihood of participants’ long-term independent 

adherence to the home exercise on exit from the programme.  

Theme-5 – Usability and transferability into usual care                          

Therapists were positive about the intervention from the concept, training and support 

received and continual development whilst being part of the research trial; joint visits and 

supervision sessions were praised.  

 “…once you go out and start to deliver it you come up with questions but the support was 

really good because we had regular fidelity checks, peer support sessions and phone calls 

and things …. [Therapist5]. 

Therapists found the patient booklets with personalised programmes and individual video 

feedback very helpful. Unanimously they found the pre-recorded DVD’s of exercises for 
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patients to practice with, the weighted vests and metronome unhelpful with infrequent use 

and would have liked more flexibility in the intervention protocol.  

All therapists felt it would be possible to deliver PDSAFE within the NHS but acknowledged 

the twelve sessions delivered were greater than current practice.  The value of home 

delivery for participants to learn strategies and attain carry over was stressed by all, the 

involvement of therapy assistants and group activities were suggested.        

 

Discussion  

With ever growing financial and societal needs for managing falls, an understanding of the 

delivery and content of therapy becomes a requirement and should form a key component 

of clinical trials. The PDSAFE randomised controlled trial, the largest physiotherapist-

delivered fall-prevention trial for PwP created a unique opportunity for exploring the 

intervention provided for participants [10, 11].  Details of the actual delivered interventions 

are rarely published [9]. Descriptive data of the PDSAFE treatment for participant groups 

plus therapists’ views and opinions have been presented in this paper and collated to form a 

basis for future hypothesised trials on the content of therapy.   

Our descriptive data showed the majority of PwP received the planned 12 treatment 

sessions, all strategies were selected at some point with a range of corresponding exercises.  

Although our eight sites were geographically spread and participant numbers large, it was 

possible to train therapists to deliver a personalised, patient-centred, falls prevention 

programme with a high degree of fidelity; therapists’ comments demonstrated the 

intervention was liked and enjoyed.  
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Falls in this group of people are complex and compounded by a deteriorating condition, co-

morbidities and age related factors. Recent work to understand participation by PwP in a 

Parkinson’s, specific physiotherapy programme, highlighted the importance of complex non-

motor impairments including apathy and fatigue in influencing a person’s decision to take 

part [4,7]. Consistent with the decision–making by the physiotherapists in this trial, the 

impact of these negative features must be considered as a feature in effectiveness of 

exercise programmes for PwP.  Therapists in this study reported those most likely to benefit 

from the intervention worked at a high intensity, accommodated changes to their routine 

and lifestyles, had the cognitive capacity to complete independent practice and could follow 

the programme and comprehend the personalised fall programme to their fall history. 

Those with more severe disease including co-morbidities and cognitive deficits were 

perceived to benefit less and found engagement in the programme more challenging.  

From our semi-structured interviews therapists commented on the importance of 

independent clinical reasoning in selecting fall-avoidance strategies and prescribing exercise 

as opposed to being given a standard protocol. Despite this freedom there were clear 

preferences to specific strategies and combinations of exercises. This suggests that despite 

falls being multifaceted and unique in presentation for each person and environment, the 

underlying mechanisms may either be similar or perceived by the therapists to be similar, as 

common patterns in the treatment programme emerged. The most common strategies 

were avoiding tripping, turning or freezing and the most common exercises, compensatory 

stepping and lunge and heel/toe walking and sit to stand. Compensatory stepping and 

lunging is interesting because of the multi-components. It addresses high dynamic stepping 

to increase motor control, compensatory stepping to regain an appropriate base of support 
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from a loss of balance or a trip; increasing stepping amplitude for those that freeze; 

expanding limits of stability for those that fall when reaching; practice stepping backwards 

with appropriate postural control and weight distribution for those that fall stepping 

backwards, all of which could explain its high level of use. 

An important secondary finding of the main trial was the diverse response to the 

intervention with the moderate disease group experiencing a reduction of falls while the 

more severe disease group and those with freezing of gait had an increase in falls[11].  For 

that reason we examined the delivery of the intervention to identify differences between 

disease severity groups. Those with more severe disease did less dynamic balance exercise 

and more static balance.  From clinical experience, the static balance exercises are more 

likely to build a balance reserve and show an improvement on balance assessment but less 

likely to help with dynamic reactive balance scenarios in saving a fall.  Enabling individuals to 

prevent a near-fall thus building a greater capacity before reaching their limits of stability 

may be better.    This may also explain why those with greater disease severity fell more 

following PDSAFE –it can be assumed that quick, dynamic reactions continue to decline but 

the static reserve meant they may have tried more functional activities without having the 

ability to maintain safety. A similar pattern is seen in strength exercises, those with greater 

disease mostly doing static strengthening exercises. In contrast, as the lower disease 

severity group did more dynamic strengthening exercises they may have trained a better 

reactive response.   

Similarly, people with freezing characteristics had more static balance exercises which may 

have had little impact on freezing, a dynamic symptom. For example, only a small 

percentage of this sub-group practiced the figure of eight exercise – designed as complex 
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dynamic exercise to improve freezing during turning and complex environments. 

Interestingly, the freezing strategy was third in priority selection to the avoiding tripping and 

turning strategies in this group (Fig 3), despite all being identified as freezers.  Freezing is a 

key determinant of falling [6] but therapists may have attributed a fall mechanism to 

avoiding tripping or turning in this group when in fact freezing may have been the primary 

underlying reason. It could also be argued that turning, moving in tight space and dual 

tasking are also associated with freezing [18] due to the complexity of the action and 

cognitive challenge and therefore could also be the true fall mechanism. In such a context 

these individuals may not have received the most appropriate programme for their specific 

fall mechanism with a reduced effect of the intervention. This leads to an important 

question for future research; was the reduced effect due to the disease severity or were 

participants with more disease severity under challenged by therapists who perceived a 

restricted ability which in turn influenced their prescription of exercises and strategies? 

Further work is required in this area to fully understand the complexity of exercise 

prescription for those with freezing and severe disease.  Hypothesised clinical trials into the 

content of intervention across disease severity is needed.  

Limitations 

Despite the large sample size of the PDSAFE trial and fidelity of intervention delivery the 

following limitations should be considered:  

 The selection of strategies was based on therapists’ clinical reasoning via their own 

assessment. Due to trial restrictions to maintain blinding it was not possible for the 

Therapists to communicate with the trial Assessors for measures of disease severity, 
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symptoms and full falls history, this probably restricted the comparisons between 

measured symptoms and programme prescription. 

 Due to timing of the data collection for this study, not all therapists in the trial could 

be included in the qualitative component and it was not possible to conduct 

integrative analysis. Therefore mixed methods approach is presented as two data 

sets for enhanced understanding but not as combined analysis.   

 The study was not designed to evaluate statistical difference in the selection of 

strategies and exercises for different participant sub-groups. It is therefore not 

possible to determine if it is the sub group (ie freezing or greater disease severity) or 

the selection of the exercises for that group made the difference to the overall 

outcome of falls prevention using PDSAFE.  

Conclusion 

PDSAFE can be considered appropriately designed for people with moderate Parkinson’s 

disease, care should be taken with people in the more severe disease group including those 

who freeze. The complexity of Parkinson’s and it management are highlighted, illustrating 

the importance of specialist knowledge and staff dedicated to providing targeted care 

across the spectrum of the condition.  

 [3599 words]  
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Figure 1 Outline of the PDSAFE content 

 

Strategies  Exercise Category 
 

Functional task eg. 

 
1. Avoiding  
tripping  
2. Freezing Cues 
3. Turning 
4. Moving in tight 
spaces 
5. Stepping 
backwards 
6. Picking up and 
object 
7. Dual tasking 
8. Reaching 

Standing balance Standing balance (with 
and without foam 
surface or metronome)  
 
 
 
Dynamic balance 
 

 
 
1. Opening the door 
2. Making a cup of tea 
3. Hanging the washing 
out 
4. Walking in the garden 
5. Tidying the house 
 
Specific ‘patient 
centred’ activity 

Tandem Stand 

Reaching 

Compensatory step and lunge 

 

Heel/toe walking 

Toe/heel walking backwards 

Tandem walking 

‘Figure of 8’ walking 

Picking up and object 

Stepping over an object 

  

Sit to stand Strengthening 
(with and without 
weights) 

Standing toe and heel raises 

Forward stepping up and 
down 

Side stepping up and down 
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Fig 2 Selected Strategies for H&Y groups 

 

 

Fig 3 Selected Strategies for people who do or do not freeze 
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FIg 4 Selected exercise for H&Y groups 

 

 

Fig 5 Selected exercises for people who do or do not freeze 
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